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It is demonstrated that the sensitivity of a superconductive LC - circuit placed in a weak
gravitational wave is limited by two factors. One is the quantization of the magnetic flux
through the circuit, the second one is the fraction of the elementary charge (effect Laughlin -
Stormer - Tsui). Application to a possibility of using a superconductive LC - circuit as a weak
gravitational waves detector is discussed.
PACS number(s): 04.80
The attractive goal of a gravitational astronomy stimu-
lates us to enlarge the set of gravitational wave antennae
based on different physical principles. Because it is evi-
dent that the diversity of experimental devices can help
us to get complete and reliable information.
As it was proved in [1], if a RLC - circuit is placed in a
wave front plane of a monochromatic gravitational wave
(GW) electromagnetic oscillations can be, so the RLC
- circuit is a gravitational wave detector. The relative
position of RLC - circuit elements and the gravitational
wave front on fig.1 is shown.
The incoming GW changes mutual positions of circuit
conductors and its cross - sections, consequently, mag-
nitudes of resistor, inductance and capacity are changes
also in a phase with GW. Its variations are proportional
to the GW amplitude. In [1] obtained that in orthogo-
nal TT frame (in that frame the RLC - circuit is stated
relatively to the GW front)


R(t) = R [1 + εR(t)] ,
L(t) = L [1 + εL(t)] ,
1
Ci(t)
= 1Ci
[1 − εCi(t)] , i = 1, 2 ,
(1)
where R, L, Ci are initial magnitudes
ε♭(t) = ǫ♭+h+(t) + ǫ♭×h×(t) , (2)
and gµ,ν = ηµ,ν + hµ,ν, ǫ is a parameter, ♭ = R, L, Ci,
+ or × signs of the monochromatic GW polar-
ization. For the monochromatic GW we suppose
h+,×(t) = A+,× cos(ωgt+ φ+,×).
The assumptions for deriving Eqs. (1) are as follows.
The oscillations frequency is less then c/d (c is the veloc-
ity of light, d is the maximum length of the circuit), the
field of the GW is uniform or λg ≫ d (λg is the length of
the GW).
In these assumptions one can write the equations for
oscillations of a charge Q in the RLC - circuit in the GW
presence
Q¨ + 2γQ˙ + ω20 Q = v+h+(t) + v×h×(t) , (3)
where
v+ ,× = ω
2
0Q0
a
(a + 1)2
[ǫC1+,× − ǫC2+,× ] ,
ω20 =
a + 1
a
1
LC
,
Q1 = aQ2 =
a
a + 1
Q0 ,
C1 = aC2 = aC .
Eq. (3) in |ε♭| ≪ 1 and |ε˙♭| ≪ 1 approximations is de-
rived.
So, the most prominent effect of the action of the G W
is the existence of a electromotive force in the RLC - cir-
cuit. Its value is defined by an amplitude of the GW.
In order to simplify following calculations it is supposed
that only ”plus” polarization of the GW is acting on the
circuit. Plates of the condensers C1 and C2 are mu-
tially orthogonal, and C1 = C1 = C. So a = 1,
v+ = 1/2ω
2
gQ0.
It is obvious in a case of resonance ω0 = ωg that losses
in the RLC - circuit confine an amplitude of electric os-
cillations. In usual RLC - circuit with the temperature
T its sensitivity is restricted by a termal noise
An =
2
U0
√
κT
QCω0τ
, (4)
if one suppose U0 = Q0/C, κ is the Boltzman constant,
Q is the quality factor Q=ω0/4γ, τ is the interval of reg-
istration. For U0 = 10
5 V , T = 4 K, ω0 = 120π,
Q = 103 , τ = 107 s, then the minimal amplitude of
GW is [1]
An = 7, 6 · 10
−22 . (5)
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FIG. 1: A relative disposition between the plane of GW and the plane of RLC-circuit
Let us discuss the sensitivity of the superconductive
LC - circuit. We can define the sensitivity of such circuit
from the following reasons. The magnetic flux is quan-
tized in the superconductive inductance L, and the value
of minimum flux is [2]
Φ0 =
πh¯
e
= 2.07 · 10−15 Wb . (6)
According to Faraday’s law, if the magnetic flux
is changed on ∆Φ = Φ0 in the time interval
∆t = Tg/2 (Tg = 2π/ωg), then the electromotive
force is created
EL = −
ωg
π
Φ0 . (7)
This electromotive force in the LC - circuit is compen-
sated by changes of C1 and C2 voltages (because Kirch-
goff’s law). The last are created by the GW action. As
one can conclude
∆U = U0AQs , (8)
where Qs is the quality factor of the LC - circuit ( see
[1] p. 57 ), A is an amplitude of the GW. So, using
Kirchgoff’s law, one can have
EL + ∆U = 0 . (9)
After substitution (7) and (8) in (9) we find
ωgΦ0
π
= U0AQs . (10)
Consequently, the boundary value of the GW ampli-
tude, which can be detected in the LC - circuit is
Amins =
ωgΦ0
πU0Qs
, (11)
or in another terms
Amins =
h¯ωg
QseU0
. (12)
If one gets the above mentioned values and supposes
that Qs = 10
6 and ωg = 120π, then
Amins = 2, 4 · 10
−24 . (13)
As it was shown recently [3], if one lowers the tem-
perature in the LC-circuit less than 0.4 K and gets the
external magnetic field more than 10 T , he can use the
fraction of the elementary charge e in the experimental
measurement. Consequently, we have to rewrite the for-
mula (12) so that this effect can be included. It is easy to
show that with such technology we can get the sensitivity
Amins =
h¯ωg
QseU0
n , (14)
where n is a fractional part of the elementary charge ( in
particular 1/3, 1/5 and so on).
In conclusion, we notice that the sensitivity of a such
device, being comparable with a laser interferometer one,
can be exploited as an effective gravitational wave detec-
tor.
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